
Greens Board Meeting Minutes 

8/25/2014  

Board members present:  Emil Zurcher, Barbara Gadwood, Neil Morfitt,  Joyce Adams  

Homeowners present: Lynn Mills, Linda Kreis, Margaret Barbero, Bob Gifford, Charlotte Childs,  

                                       Mike Maginnis, Arne Frisch and Fred and Kathy Sutherland.  

Finance report:   Neil Morfitt 

Year to date income:     $1400 over budget 
Year to date expenses:  $13,000 under budget 
Total assets: $507,000  
Financial report: approved 

 

Grounds  committee:   Bob Gifford 
Eight trees removed from lot 342, Leland cypress with root rot. The cost was split with Civic as trees 

were on common grounds. Our share was $1480. Replacement trees will be slow growing conifer and 
other plantings. 
The flag circle and annual beds are being pruned more regularly. 
A homeowner was concerned about a couple trees but the arborist said to leave them alone and not to 
trim them. 
The putting greens are being watered 3x a day and are being reseeded in spots. 
The water pressure on Fall Creek is too low and so the irrigation system will be rerouted to draw from a 
different area. A new drain field for hole #1 will be installed.  

House committee:  Margaret Barbero/Lynn Mills 

The committee discussed allowing swimming diapers in our pool. The decision was to not allow them. 
The fire marshal asked that the traditional candles be removed. We can only use the battery style. 

Lynn has arranged for yearly service of AC/furnace at a cost of $216. 
Lynn will pursue feasibility of moving furnace to an area away from chlorine. 
Shower curtains have been moved deeper into showers to hopefully keep the bathroom floors drier. 
New lights installed on pool fence.  

Civic report:  Linda Kreis 
Some homeowners would like to see a Bocci court somewhere on the 10th hole. 
The standing committees membership will change to a fiscal year to match the board.   

Golf committee:  Bob Gifford 
July had over a thousand fewer rounds than previous years resulting in a $21,000 loss even with 
additional payroll cuts. A reduced fee of $12 for play from 1-4 was introduced.  

Home owner session: 
Arne Frisch wants to see the putting greens be faster and without the dead areas. This is a difficult 
goal. Additional mowing will make them faster but at a cost. The course is not revenue generating. Bob 
will ask new Civic golf manager for input to see if he has any solutions. 
Arne was encouraged to form a committee to see what can be done without increasing the current 
$20,000 yearly cost.  

Meeting adjourned  17:15 



 


